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Out of Piet’s pen
humankind – “were it not
for the existence of time –
everything would happen at
the same

Time
If there is one thing that man has
no control over, it is time. It rolls
on – unstoppable.
As the year has progressed
through summer, autumn and
almost through winter, the sight
of falling leaves is a clear
indication of this fact.
We stand in awe – where has the
time gone?
“ If I could save time in a bottle”
goes the well known song of Jim
Groce – but as the song progresses through the lyrics, he has
to admit – “It just isn’t possible”.
The old adage : Time and Tide
waits for no man - will remain
forever true.
Time is vital in our lives :
Einstein is reputed to have said
that it is the only thing that saves

we need to dwell on in
the present. The past is a
known, the present an
experience and the
future ???

moment” - Imagine the
chaos that would result. The The future is what we
fact that it exists is
hope for, dream of and
abundantly evident.
will determine the path
that each of us will
It is measurement of how
wander through this
fast we are traveling, the
wonderful event that is
difference between a raw
bestowed on us – “Life”.
and boiled egg and how
long still before the next
Make the most of your
sunrise. The basic measure
opportunities and you
of time is the second. This
will become the architect
is defined as the fraction :
of something very
1/86400 of the period
precious – A memorable
between noon of the day
past.
and the preceding day.
Literally from sunrise to the
next sunrise.
The purists were not
satisfied with this definition
and have now tied this to
the period of radiation of
the Caesium 133 atom
which is believed to be
constant.
But for all these
refinements it still remains
a joy to watch a sunset
(maybe with a sundowner
of sort in your hand) and
the glory of sunrise through
scattered clouds.
The most important aspect
of time is that it makes
possible the three most
profound pillars of our
existence; the past, present
and future. And this is what

Be positive and your past
will become ever more
colourful.
I Wish all of you a very
prosperous future, in
particular the balance of
2017 endeavor to create
happy memories.

!!!
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Know the person in the office next to you—Employee Quizzzz ! !
Do you really know Londie Mosana?





























How long have you been working for VIP ? 13 Years
If you could pick again, what job would you choose ?Director
Are you extrovert or introvert ? Introvert
Where would you still want to go on vacation? Mozambique
Are you married and how many kids do you have? Yes with kids
What was the last movie you watched? Xmen
Did you fall asleep during the movie? No
Do you listen to music when you drive in your car? Yes
What kind? House and R & B
Do you sing along? Sometimes
Road rage? No
Do you think you are a perfect driver? No
What makes you really angry instantaneously? People that are rude & pretending
What makes you very happy? Being with family
If you could be King/Queen for a day, what would you change in the world? invite all
poor people to my castle and spoil them
What was the saddest moment in your life so far? When my Granny past on
And the happiest? Looking at my kids growing up
If you could be reincarnated, as whom would you come back and why? me as I love myself
What is your favourite drink? Milkshake
Favourite Food? Pasta
Is there a person or quote that made a difference in your life? My parents for their love
and kindness
Do you talk to yourself? sometimes
Do you answer yourself then? No, God answers
A dream you still want to achieve? Being a businesswomen
If you could meet a famous person, who would it be? Halle Berry
What would you do if you won the lotto? Buy a house ,car and provide home for the
needy
Lastly and most importantly.........which Rugby team do you support??Springbok

Accomplishments—Climbing the LADDER fast.
Gys Muller, had a dream,
which became a goal, and
with his goal he
accomplished to succeed
and is now a registered
Professional Engineer.
Congratulations! . Your
hard work paid off.

Congratulation to President
Gumbeni for receiving his
National Diploma (N. Dip)
in Civil
Engineering from the
Tshwane University of
Technology (T.U.T).
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The Quality Team says !
VIP QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (VMS)
VMS consists of the implementation of the ISO 9001 Quality
Management System since September 2010 (certified by SGS).
VIP certified its VMS to the new ISO 9001:2015 standard in June 2017.

VIP QUALITY POLICY
VIP Consulting Engineers (Pty) Ltd is a dynamic consulting engineering firm
with the expertise to undertake value projects of a varied nature over the total
spectrum of the civil and structural disciplines, together with the project management thereof. To best serve the needs of each individual client, this
company is strongly committed to seek optimum solutions through the
development of innovative design options and through utilizing appropriate
technology, whilst maintaining sensitivity to the project economics.
To further serve the needs of our clients, the services are provided by:
Undertaking projects under direct control of the Project Leader of this company.
Ensuring that the statutory requirements are met.
Continuously keeping clients informed of the progress with the project.
Commitment to ensure that projects are completed in time and within budget.
Offering innovative, affordable and applicable engineering solutions.
Staying abreast of the latest technology.
Maintaining professional integrity and impartiality.
VIP, through all of its personnel, is committed to ensure a stringent quality
management system and to continuously improve the effectiveness thereof so
as to comply with ISO 9001:2015 requirements.
The basic philosophy governing the Quality Policy being “First Time Right”
concentrate on prevention methods to make quality a way of life and to entrain
this attitude in all of the works of this company.

Author : Alta Scheepers
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Potjie Kos Competition 2016 - news report
VIP is well known for

make sure the entire

action of an external

designing structures

infrastructure was in order.

force .And might I say we

associated with bridges

There was hiring of

had an

and reservoirs, but boy

equipment which needed

nary straight line effect,

can we design a potjie.

to be transported to and

except for the few slips

VIP once again was the

from site. Orders needed

and loss of balance. Both

victor of the potjie

to be placed to get the

VIP’s teams which entered

competition for 2016,

stock for each potjie which

got 2nd place. We had

thanks to Pieter Strauss

then was put together

great fun.

who won 1st place. We

layer by layer. Continuous

appreciate the enthusiasm

inspection of each potjie

in building each potjie in

needed to be done to

an exceptionally

ensure great quality for

innovatively way. Your

every project. Every potjie

hard work paid off. We

was maintained in a

once again showed

uniquely delicate manner

everyone that here at VIP

to ensure ultimate

anything is possible.

customer satisfaction.

Our very own potjiekos

While the Engineers

Engineers were Pieter

engineered their individual

Strauss and his wingman

potjies a number of VIP

Dirkie de Ruiter, Gys

gladiators took part in a

Muller and his wingman

“tag” competition where

Shiven Ramsaru and

we tested our strength in

Kobus Smit who went

Newton’s with a load cell.

solo.

VIP’s Newton states that
the motion of every object

These Engineers needed

will remain in a straight

to figure out the precise

line unless compelled to

logistics, and then they

change its state by the

had a site inspection to

extraordi-

We once again realised
that unity is strength and
when there is teamwork
and collaboration, wonderful things can be achieved.
VIP can only survive
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New employee spotlight …
Alone we can do a Little, but together we can do so much more….
Adel-Mari Marais
16 September 2016

Gerrit Fourie
01 August 2016

Superb Tshunungwa

Sharon Baise

Marnus Mey
01 April 2017

Edward Thamsanga
10 April 2017

SAD Goodbyes
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People with more Birthday’s live longer, that’s a fact.
27 Jul - Roxanne Malan
06 Aug—Sharon Baise
18 Aug - Lenetjie von Wielligh
20 Aug - Adriaan Fouche
25 Aug - Schalk van Heerden
02 Sept - Gys Muller
02 Sept - Henk Viljoen
05 Sept - Neo Poto
12 Oct - Esmê Knox
31 Oct - Shiven Ramsaru
10 Nov - Kobus Smith
11 Nov - Joseph Ramalope
19 Nov - Frans Mathebe
29 Nov - Jannie v Rensburg
31 Dec - Johan Smith

And….. They lived happily ever after !
Congratulation to Pieter& Stephanie Bezuidenhout who got Married on 12
Nov 2016.

Roxanne & Phillip got hitched on 11 March
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New life, new beginnings….
Sibongile and Katleho Selepe welcomed by Amo into
this world on the 02 Feb 2017.
Name : Amohelang “Amo”
Gender : Male
DOB : 02 February 2017
Weight : 2.5 kg

Welcome Little one !
Gerrit and Maryke also welcomed Miekah
into this world on 04 April 2017.
Name : Miekah
Gender : Female
DOB : 04 April 2017
Weight : 3.08kg

Gone but not forgotten
Eulogy : Ignatius Wilhelm
Henning (1956 - 2017)
It is with sadness that we received the news that Naas
Henning, fellow shareholder,
employee and erstwhile
director had passed away on
Sunday 28 May 2017.
Naas was part of our family
since October 1988 (28
years) and in many respects
was the positive face of VIP.

Always smiling, accommodating and cheerful he kept spirits
up when things were low. He
was a gifted engineer, business
administrator, marketer, mentor
and legal expert and solved
many an insoluble knot along
the way. He was driving the
force behind the creation of VIP
as an incorporated company
and has guided the company
through many pitfalls.
As a friend, he was well liked
by all of the personnel and

clients.
As a father and husband
he steered his wife and
children onto successful
career paths of which he
may be well proud.
He left an indelible imprint
on the lives with whoever
he associated.
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Know the person in the office next to you—Employee Quizzzz ! !


Do you really know Gerrit Fourie?
If you could pick again, what job would you choose? I enjoy what I do but sometimes wonder if I would have
enjoyed medicine more



Are you extrovert or introvert? Extrovert



Where was the last place you went on vacation? Hartenbos



Where would you still want to go on vacation? Germany



Do you have a wife/hubby and how many kids do you have? Wife and daughter



What was the last movie you watched? Logan



Did you fall asleep during the movie? No



If YOU choose the movie, what type would it be? Psychological Thriller



What kind of music do u like? Post hardcore, rock and metal



Do you sing along? Yes



Road rage? Depends on how tired I am



Do you think you are a perfect driver? NO



What makes you really angry instantaneously? When someone lies to me



What makes you very happy? Spending time with people close to me and successfully completing anything
challenging whether at work or at home



If you could be King/Queen for a day, what would you change in the world? Extend weekends by one day for
more family time.



What was the saddest moment in your life so far? The death of a family member



And the happiest? The birth of my daughter



What is your favourite drink? Alcoholic – Black label



Non-alcoholic - Coke



Favourite Food? Steak



Is there a person or quote that made a difference in your life? “Some people don’t like change, but you need
to embrace change if the alternative is disaster”



Do you talk to yourself? Yes



Do you answer yourself then? No

 A dream you still want to achieve? Maybe complete a PhD


If you could meet a famous person, who would it be? Elon Musk

 What would you do if you won the lotto? I would not change much, just settle all debt and annually go on
international holiday to see more of the world

 What do you do to relax? Spend time with friends


What is the best character trait you think you have? I try to always be understanding and empathetic



Lastly and most importantly.........which Rugby team do you support?? Cheetahs
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IMESA Awards
The R21-Riverfields

Building

Underpass was constructed
during 2014/15 over a 16
month

category, and 2nd position in
the Roads and Stormwater
category.

period. Traffic accommodation
implemented resulted in little or
no inconvenience to

TSAKANE EXTENSION 22
PUMP STATION

travelers on the R21 as normal
speeds (120km/h) could be
maintained.
The total cost of the structure
(2 bridges) was R47.9 million.
The Underpass was entered in
the IMESA 2016 Excellence in
Municipal Engineering Awards
Competition and achieved 1st
position in the Structures and

The Tsakane Extension 22
Pump Station was designed to
accommodate sewage flow
from the newly
proposed Tsakane Extension
22 development which would
service 5000 residents on completion.
The construction of this Pump
Station commenced in 2012
and reached completion in

2016. The pump station consists of two pumps each achieving a pumping capacity of 122
liters per second.
An emergency retention pond
with a holding capacity for 24
hours has been constructed as
well.
The total cost of construction
was R30.2 million.
The pump station was also
entered in the IMESA 2016
Excellence in Municipal Engineering Awards Competition
and achieved 2nd position in
the Structures and Building
category.

And yet another successful year end function

VIP Consulting Engineers (PTY) LTD
2nd Floor, Building 88A, Tijger
Vallei Office Park, 0081
PO Box 11211, Silver Lakes,
0054
Tel: 012 809 0010

Www.vipconsulting.co.za

Reef House, Top Floor, Cnr
Mowbray & Bunyan street
PO Box 3108, Benoni, 1500
Tel: 011 421 7233

